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GEORGEHAM CE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
MINUTES OF THE FULL GOVERNOR MEETING  

HELD ON 26/04/21 AT 6.00 P.M. 
 
 

List of Attendees (including 
members of the public) 

Time Joined 
Meeting 

Name of Governors Who Have Submitted 
Apologies 

Name of Governors 
Absent without Apology 

GG, AS, JT, DH, LW, RB, LU, JB, 
EG, EH, Karl Murphy-Barnes (18.10) 

  MN 

Publication of Minutes Governors via 
email 

Website Staff  Files and In Staff 
Room 

Confirm publication of minutes to 
all parties  

   

Item 
No. 

Item Time Action/Report 
Required 
Prior to 
Meeting 

By? Minutes/Summary of Discussion Actions Arising/Lead and/or 

Decisions Confirmed  

1. Standing Items      

1.1 Apologies (note apologies 
and absence without 
apology) 

    MN Absent without apology 

 

1.2 Declarations of 
Interest/Update of 
Register of Business 
Interests  

 Reconfirm 
rules and 
confirm all 
interests are 
declared 

 As per website but must add members of 
Braunton Co-operative Trust (JT & AS). GG 
husband on parish council. LW husband 
used for photography.  

TG to action 

1.3 Correspondence      
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2.0 General Items      

2.1 Approval of the 2021 
Three Year Budget 

 Papers in file JB/JT  K M-B – Budget based on 93 pupils 
expected in September which is a 
conservative estimate and does not take into 
account families who have expressed an 
interest in the school as a result of relocation 
to the area.  

Year 1 shows a break even budget.  Year 2 
does not break even but both years (1 and 
2) show a surplus when considering the 
carry forward and, on this basis, K-M-B 
advised that DCC are likely to accept the 
budget and not require Recovery Budget 
Planning.  Yr 2 and 3 start to show financial 
deficit partly down to drop in pupil numbers. 
£20K down to pupil numbers and rest of 
deficit down to staffing costs. Deficits cannot 
be deferred and carry over into following 
years and eat into revenue reserves. 

K-M-B advised that the school would be 
expected to address the deficit over the 
three years.  But, he does not believe that 
DCC will pursue any school with a deficit in 
year 3 as there are so many unknowns in 
the next 1-3 years (pay awards included).  
The deficit will need to be addressed and 
eradicated in the future. Hope that pupil 
numbers will go up which will help address 
the problem. Georgeham’s position not 
dissimilar to most other Devon schools so 
not a fault of the school per se.  

Governor questions:  

Why no accounting for inflationary 
increases?  

Budget passed unanimously 

With the following provisos 
and actions: 

- Agreed to review and 
monitor monthly – if 
pupil numbers are 
greater than projected 
FGB to consider 
whether adjustments 
should be made to 
curriculum spend 
including review of the 
Library Service.  

- The Working Group 
should continue with 
efforts to market the 
school to capture 
pupils in catchment. 
This is a core priority 
for governors in the 
next 6 months.   

- JT and AS as Trustees 
of the BLC should 
explore how the Co-op 
Trust could work more 
closely to support each 
other’s schools with 
shared curricular 
resources 
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K M-B – not unusual. Staff pay increases 
have been built in which may not happen so 
many possible variables in the future.  

Is library budget still not included?  

JT -  no it isn’t but FROGs may be able to 
support this. AS – noted that we are still 
reliant on FROGS sorting out their Charity 
Commission status and also that fund raising 
is tricky in current times.  It cannot be relied 
upon for core curriculum needs.  

Grants are an option but we cannot include 
possible grants until received.  

Can we buy in library service mid-year if 
situation improves?  

Yes. EH – believes library service is key 
component of curriculum – not an extra.  

Q.  Concern about cutting core curricular 
spending (i.e. library service) and not having 
topic books for the start of the Autumn term 

JT – only 20% of budget left to spend on 
additions after staff costs. JB – big increase 
in staffing costs in next year so although 
library service only costs £2.5K cannot 
ignore these costs. K M-B – big increase 
likely to be pay awards and rising up pay 
scales which is not repeated year on year.  

AS – noted that each year we are in a 
position at the budget sign off point where 
things can look very bleak over a three year 
period and often things change along the 
way.  AS noted the Recovery Budget 
Planning we have just undertaken and the 
fact that careful budgeting meant we did not 
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have to action a staffing review which was 
what we feared would be required.   

On that basis we should agree this budget 
and governors need to work out how to 
make adequate provision for September. We 
can ask the co-operative trust to help with 
this. If we end up with more than we think, 
then we can have a commitment to re-
instate the library service.  

Some governors expressed concern that if 
we cancel the library service now it won’t 
come back. JT – have an assurance from 
AS that this will be a priority. Would support 
this budget and knows things will change but 
is worried for the future.  

Is budget based on assumption of returning 
to pre-covid meals income?  

JB – yes it is but can’t guarantee any of this.  

K M-B – acknowledges what has been said 
but the budget is just a projection at a point 
in time and things could change tomorrow. 
Have to base it on here and now so 
governors have to keep a close eye on 
budget monitoring throughout the year. Even 
though only 20% are non-staffing costs 
about half of these are fixed so leaves only 
10% on curriculum, advisors etc. If you do 
include library service then have to take 
something out.  

LW – has to leave the meeting but is happy 
to approve this budget as is. School banners 
are ready to go with view to attracting more 
pupils so any feedback welcome.  
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AS – noted that governors should be aware 
that staff costs on supporting pupils above 
and beyond monies provided by DCC have 
an impact on our staff spending.  We are 
currently supporting a number of children 
through additional staff hours – this is a core 
priority but funding from DCC does not 
match the costs and this has an impact on 
the wider funds available for curricular 
spend.   

 

AS - propose we sign off this budget with 
commitment to keep close eye on budget in 
the future. K M-B – really good to see a 
governing body so involved in budget 
discussions 

2.2 Review of Curriculum 
Map 

 Awaiting 
papers from 
JT/EH on 
Curriculum 
Map but link to 
Curriculum info 
on web and 
copies of 
National 
Curriculum are 
available 

EH/JT https://www.georgeham-
primary.devon.sch.uk/curriculum-intent/ 

EH presented to governors covering the 
curriculum intent and the journey of a child 
through our school curriculum, focusing 
primarily on foundation subjects.   

ER noted that LR was instrumental in 
designing curriculum with curriculum expert 
supporting. Certain aspects have to be 
included. Example of curriculum map 
included – each class has one. Explore 
topics termly and incorporate foundation 
subjects into these. Last Ofsted said we 
needed to develop subject and skills 
knowledge and evidence this. Also assess a 
key question in each foundation subject 
each term and make a judgement on 
progress. We also look at each child’s 
journey and progress through the school – 

Request to ensure that the 
following documents are 
including in the Governor 
Shared Drive: 

- Curriculum maps for all 
Key stages 

- The journey map 
- Additional information 

linking residentials and 
values to the curriculm 
intent 

Also noted that the curriculum 
journey could form a great 
document for 
marketing/prospectus  

Finally, that values and 
residentials are included in the 
intent document 

https://www.georgeham-primary.devon.sch.uk/curriculum-intent/
https://www.georgeham-primary.devon.sch.uk/curriculum-intent/
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Ofsted raised the question of how children 
‘progress’ through the curriculum and move 
forward year to year (i.e. how the curriculum 
builds knowledge as a child journeys through 
the school).  

EYFS curriculum links closely to that in KS1. 
Always looking to include topics that will 
excite the children and build on the year 
before. Next stage of development is to track 
each subject but this work was disrupted by 
the last year and work will resume now 

AS – really good presentation, demonstrates 
how brilliant the curriculum is and would be 
good to include some of this on the website. 
GG – agrees this is exciting and shows 
child’s journey through the school.  

Governor Questions: 

How is transport managed to get pupils on 
these trips?  

National Trust team really supportive with 
this and have a budget for this but do a lot of 
activities for free. FROGs also pay for a lot 
of coaches. JB – we ask for max of £5 
contribution to transport costs but will make 
exceptions for those that cannot afford this.  

Where do residential visits fit in with this?  

EH – good for governors to come in and see 
how these impact on pupils’ work.  All 
residentials carefully chosen to fit in with 
curriculum and as building blocks linked to 
our values. JT – good to include these more 
fully in curriculum map along with our values.  

AS – be really great to incorporate into 
website and use this as a marketing tool. 

Include curriculum maps in 
shared drive and governors to 
use these for monitoring 

Commented [U1]:  
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Governors also need to use these as a 
monitoring tool.  

2.3 Succession Planning – 
confirming meetings 

 No papers AS Will be emailing in next few weeks to 
ascertain who wants to do what.  

 

2.4 Confirmation of 
monitoring plan for 
Summer Term – T&L and 
feedback to FGB to 
enable monitoring and 
creation of SEF/SIP 

 No papers AS/DH   

2.5 BLC Trust Update  No papers 
unless minutes 
available 

AS See SIP Update in the supporting papers. 

AS – attended part of trust meeting and first 
time all governors attended. Worth looking 
through notes in supporting papers. 
Recognition that lot delayed by COVID but 
looking forward. Beginning to look at 
partners to offer broader experiences for 
pupils.  

 

 

3.0 Chairs Business – any 
business brought to the 
table by the chair 

 

Working Group Update 
– Marketing the school 
and pupil numbers 

   GG – updated the group that there will be 
four different banners highlighting a different 
value on each one.  

 

Governor questions: 

Where are they going?  

GG noted - Two in Croyde and two in 
Georgeham. May look to different locations 
over the summer.  

Is it worth putting Ofsted grading on?  

Action – JT to speak to RT 
about locating a banner 
near Putsborough Beach 
for part of the summer 
holiday period 

Commented [U2]:  

Commented [U3R2]:  

Commented [U4R2]:  
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JT – yes and will look at including other 
logos.  

Is it appropriate to put banners out given our 
BLCTT relationships – JT noted only putting 
them in our catchment area. AS – every 
pupil makes a difference so this is great. 

4.0 Impact Evaluation      

5.0 Date of Next Meeting     14/6/21 

 


